
Space Fish Tank

SPCFISTNK

How often do you get a chance to go to an aquarium to look at these stunning creatures?  Now you'll never
have to look further then your Space Fish Tank for one.

Brighten up your day by giving a beautiful and colourful fish a home, with over 31,000 types of different fishes
in the sea you have plenty to choose from... of course a whale would not be ideal for this Space Fish Tank! 

Do you want that aquarium feel in your home, but lack space?  With this Space Fish Tank you can create a
great atmosphere in any type of room from a living room, bedroom or an office.  

Perfect for small apartments you can add this beautiful and aesthetic designed fish tank to your room and it
will most certainly be a fantastic conversation starter.   Ideal for smaller fishes such as Betta fish, Neon fish
and also small goldfish, you can have your own in house aquarium.  

This attractive Space Fish Tank comes with four different drop backs including a mirror effect background. 
One background is an image of the galaxy, with the galaxy being over 20 million parsecs away, (equivalent to
around 19 trillion miles!) it's never been so close to you, or your fish!  Another drop back is a scenic
background , and finally the last background is the Statue of Liberty begin washed away... there have been a
numerous amount of films based of this event taking place, which seems extremely daunting, but this Sci-Fi
image looks absolutely amazing! 

The Space Fish Tank saves plenty of room that traditional fish tanks require, and therefore is extremely easy
and convenient to clean on a daily basis.  It only takes a few minutes to clean as there is no gravel or plants. 
Literally all you need to do is place the fish into a small container with the fish net provided, empty and rinse
the tank, add fresh clean water and the fish can quickly placed back into its home.    

It's perfect for those who want a pet fish but do not have the time or the space to have a traditional tank.  

Make sure to give your fish plenty of TLC!  

• Top up water every couple of days
• Ensure tank is cleaned at least once a week.
• Keep out of direct sunlight
• Do not place near radiators or other heat sources
• Ensure there are no loud noises or vibrations to stress the fish
• For use with small fish only  

Please note, that fish tank is not suitable for all fishes, please contact your local pet shop for advice. 
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>> Perfect for small rooms
>> Easy and convenient to clean
>> Adds a beautiful atmosphere to any room
>> Comes with four different back drops 
>> Fish net included  
>> 2.5L water volume
>> Less than 3kg when hung 

Item Weight(in kg): 0.720
Carton Weight(in kg): 14.600
Carton Quantity: 12
Carton Dimensions: 85 x 40 x 78cm
Minimum Order Quantity: 6
EAN/Barcode: 5060113898593
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